Our Mission
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Answering your questions
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Asking questions to people in need of an answer

3

Finding solutions

WWW.EMIRATIARABIUNITI-EAU.COM
Bright Business Consulting LLP (BBC-LLP) is a British company established in London, much counted as part of
international consultancy, whose network of collaborators and partners operates in all the main cities in the world.
It provides its Customers an efficient and cross service.
The international market offers great opportunities and business but is also a place to get to know carefully and
analytically in order to work happily and with the proper guarantee.
UAE MARKET - CONTACT, SUPPORTS AND BUSINESS IN INTERNATIONAL MARKETS
In this context, the advice provided by BBC-LLP is strategically linked to internationalization.
Overseeing the UAE also through our Subjects, our “mission” is to:
1

PROVIDE ANSWERS TO QUESTIONS.

2

MAKE QUESTIONS TO WHOM NEED ANSWERS.

3

FIND SOLUTIONS.

BBC-LLP’s goal is leading European, Russian, American and Italian companies through the complicated rich markets
of the Middle East and United Arab Emirates (Qatar, Bahrain, Saudi Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Oman and the Arab League).
The “Park European Excellence - PEE” is a project planned by BBC-LLP, representing the most congenial and helpful
tool to support any company or entrepreneur that do not only operate in Europe - in particular in Italy - he can be of
any importance and he is interested to work outside his home Country and in the international Markets. BBC-LLP
offers its Customers an all-inclusive Service as part of the settlement in the UAE, in any form and/or nature.
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BBC-LLP can provide the best support to businesses and to anyone who wish to strenghten his business in order to
penetrate the rich market of the UAE. Knowledge is the heritage of our wealth, helping to boost our “Core Business”
efficiently.
FORMATION COMPANY & TAX ADVISORY: In addition to being the congenial partner to trust for Managing
Business in the UAE, BBC-LLP is also has great experience for establishing companies in the UAE. In
particular: On-Shore Companies, Off-Shore Companies, Free Zone Companies, Joint Venture, Branches and
Representative Offices.
The United Arab Emirates are not a “tax haven” but a Country with zero taxation regarding to many business
fields; they signed a series of agreements/conventions and bilateral treaties with other Countries in order
to avoid the so-called phenomenon of double taxation.
In order to complete the process of incorporation, the new-co company, supported by BBC-LLP, can be
introduced to leading banks of international level to start banking relationship between the two parties.
It is important to mark that BBC-LLP, through partners and permanent BBC-LLP Subjects in the UAE, is
able to support its Customers wishing to do business with Iran, therefore providing Business and / or Legal
Consulting for Investments from Iran and to Iran.
MARKETING & ASSET COMPANY: The UAE is a Country of great interest due to its high income, not only
coming from oil but also from the manufacturing industry, trade, services and its strong will to import, led by
domestic demand for both capital goods and consumption. Above all it is pushed by the request of the Middle
East, Africa and Asia, in respect of which the UAE act as a distributor of goods which were imported by third
parties. This places the Country in a strategic position as a major “platform”.
The main investment opportunities in the UAE are about oil industry, electrical equipment, water distribution,
machinery and mechanical equipment, particularly for light industries. In the consumer sector, exciting
opportunities are registered for the production and sale of jewelry, furniture, clothing, food and other goods.
Feasibility studies for the set-up of the business in Eau: BBC-LLP aims at the examination of each Customer’s
business model, turning thoughts and assumptions into elements that allow the Parties to consider how to
continue the project.
TRUST & SERVICE CONFIDENCE: A high-level privacy, confidentiality, discretion distinguish BBC-LLP in
performing the best support to companies and anyone who is willing to do business in the UAE.
BBC-LLP deals with Trust Services, Commercial Management Negotiations on behalf of the Customer,
Contract Consultancy - i.e. leasing, loans, trade, job, corporate finance, private deeds ones and so foth and legal advice for the release of Resident Visa in the UAE. In addition, it offers a Bank Account Opening
Service in the UAE. The banks which are BBC-LLP’s customers, too offer other BBC-LLP’s Customers a bank
account covering multiple services, e.g. issuance of credit cards, ATMs, internet banking and other services.
BBC-LLP can provide the best support to businesses and anyone willing to better their business and penetrate
the rich market of the UAE, expanding to the Arabian market and the Middle East ones, too, doing and/or
strenghtening their business through the Partner & Sponsors Service in the UAE.
Each firm or entrepreneur willing to face an internationalization process towards the United Arab Emirates UAE, whatever its purpose, is suggested both to take part in the “Park European Excellence - PEE” project
and to plan some specific activities, e.g. Corporate Intelligence, Corporate Investigations & Commercial
Information - whenever possible - a Feasibility Study for the Set-up of the Business and/or participation in
Trade Missions or Business Missions which are periodically organized by BBC-LLP.

